Custom Roulette Wheel
What sets a TCSJOHNHUXLEY Custom Wheel apart?
With a long history of manufacturing innovative Roulette wheels that stand out from the crowd,
TCSJOHNHUXLEY prides itself on offering bespoke wheels that reflect your casinos style and brand.
Features & Benefits
Completely bespoke manufacture
Custom illustrations and logos to tie in with your casino
brand or theme
Fully bespoke Saturn™ Wheel options through our Roulette
Wheel Configurator
Near indestructible Velstone™ Ball Track
Master craftsmanship design and build
Compatible with other TCSJOHNHUXLEY products including
Gaming Floor Live and the e-FX™ Display range
Available in an extensive range of colours and veneers

Design your very own Roulette Wheel
Configure your own Saturn™ and Mark VII Roulette
Wheel with the TCSJOHNHUXLEY Roulette Wheel
Configurator. Now available on all mobile and tablet
devices as well as your desktop PC.

Quality Through Craftsmanship

Bespoke Designs

A Roulette Wheel is a precision instrument and requires a high
level of understanding to ensure its best possible performance
is achieved. TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s Roulette Wheel mechanisms
have been developed to allow for maximum efficiency with the
minimum number of moving parts.

Our bespoke wheels offer a full choice of colour options and
veneers, including completely bespoke turret design, customisable
ball stops and a choice of separator rings, alongside custom
designs or logos. The only limitation is your imagination.

From the turret down to the wheel bowl, every wheel is
manufactured using advanced engineering and traditional
craftsmanship ensuring that the latest technologies integrate
seamlessly with our traditional hand-built wheels.
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Fully Compatible with GFL
In addition, TCSJOHNHUXLEY’s Custom wheels offer full
compatibility with all TCSJOHNHUXLEY products including
Gaming Floor Live, allowing for total management and control of
your gaming floor.

www.tcsjohnhuxley.com

Let’s get technical
Diameter
Bowl with Feet
Height with Turret

828mm
195mm
334mm

Configuration

Single Zero
Double Zero
Custom

Separator Ring

Standard or Starburst™

Balltrack Material

Velstone™

Colour Selection

Contact us at sales@tcsjohnhuxley.com and we can work with
you to design a truly unique Roulette Wheel.

Finish Options

Gloss or Matt

Built-In Technology

3 Built-In Sensors - Fast Number Detection
Drop Zone Detection
Ball Track Inclinometer (Optional Extra)
Basic Wheel Analytics (Exportable)

In-Rim LED Lights

Optional

Compatible Products

e-FX™ Display Range
GFL Optimisation
Acculevel
Saturn™ Data Logger
Blaze Roulette Table
Roulette Gaming Table
Qorex

Operating Voltage

7v / 24v without TIB
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